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BIG SHIP LAUNCHED AT SLIDELL SHIPYARDS ON 24TH
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REMOVING WOUNDED ITALIANS IN MOUNTAIN!
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ST. TAMMANY BALTIC III AT
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SHIPYARDS,
CHRISTMAS
SLIDELL
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RICE GROW ERS GET GOOD) PRICE made to chloroform him in a closeri Attorney
all of it myself. God knows that stand storage
V'ISIT HOME.
J. Monroe Simmons have
Booth, $1; Rev. and Mdrs. Rennie, the only help I had as far as getting
------ 0----WITH GOOD MARKET.
Iroom,
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Southern Hotel Building. Both lawNotwithstanding the. exceedingly time master.
Thursday he again gained his free- yers are well known in this district.
reached Covington to spend Thanks- bat, O50c;Mrsr. Lurie, $1; Mrs. A. Miss Jesse Norman and Mrs. L.
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to the remarks of these I
balance I had to get here and there. front row. Those who cannot come and will not grade up.
was exceedingly active and considered a valuable connection in
Sheriff T. E. Brewster sold 425 Monk
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(
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so that
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Let
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Seller, $2.50; S. D. Anderson, $1;
-0--Q-----Very well. I took the stuff over io that Mandeville is just as big as the per sack. The rice was bought by 1
him. In spite of old acquaintlnt reaches some vital part, and Mrs. W. Riggs, 50c; ~Mrs. C. L. Richc
'Sim Newman for a New Orleans catch
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Mrs.
Hoehn
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Hart
ard,
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other towns and among the first, house.
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i
rray aHll expenses after I got there.
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I
loose. He was Snally ceptured by
--0--Mrs. Mundy, 2'Sc; Mrs. Clann, I rhe Fair Association here pcaid the prepared
Paul J. Lacrois Is putting on a
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Inches is enough to do the I,0c; Mrs. McGinnis, $J
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I
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I
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1
right.
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There will be a "talk" about the annual bazaar and luncheon as usual livery
I
kan,
who did not escape with- and lasting intilcDeember 24, at
Women's ProgreAi:*e 'boys will be here ;but a few IH. Buisson, 2~5c; Mrs Trenchard,' had to pay $4.00 to have same haul- Red Cross at the
this year, the date being December out
C also feeling the shapness of its whiel
there will.bS
tend manyibarwhen they will return to work 25c; Mrs. S. 'Fuhr~san, 2•e; Miss I ad to the fair grounds, had to pay s•e Union Hall. Watch fJr the date. 13th, the ,lece to be decided on at teeth.
t
.However,
Mr. WIank i again galns that sbqi0
taken adrattverybody is invited to attendl
wLhere."
"'.
V. Valleg, 25c;
Ccontmued on page 5)
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